
 

FAQ’s 
Q. When will I receive my order confirmation? 

Acknowledgement of your order is sent automatically if you order online. Telephone or postal orders will be 

acknowledged by email. This will not mean your application to sponsor has been accepted. Your sponsors pack 

will be sent within ten working days of the order being accepted by Brogdale Collections. 

Q. How much is delivery? 

All postage and delivery costs for the sponsor pack are included in the price set for the sponsorship. 

Q. Will you print my name on the certificate or plaque? 

We only print on the certificate the wording you enter for the certificate and plaque. 

Q. Can I choose a location where my ornamental cherry tree sponsorship is planted? 

All our cherry trees will be planted in our designated orchard, designed by a local landscape architect. 

Q. What varieties of ornamental cherry tree will be planted 

Through the orchard design process we have selected a wide range of bare root and root ball specimens. With 

a planting height of between 6-15 feet 

Q. Can I choose when to plant my ornamental cherry tree? 

We will plant the trees in late Autumn/ Winter 2021, at the best time to ensure their success. 

Q. Will I know which particular ornamental cherry tree has been planted for my sponsorship? 

Yes, each tree will be individually marked with a plaque with your specified message. 

Q. Can I pick which species of ornamental cherry tree that I plant? 

Your sponsored variety will be randomly chosen from a selection to be included in the orchard design 

Q. Am I able to visit my ornamental cherry tree? 

Yes, using your allocated Orchard passes you will have year round access to the Ornamental cherry orchard 

with in the existing opening times of Brogdale Collections. Maps will be provided for your visit. Guided visits 

are available on request from April to October. 

Q. Are there days I cannot visit my ornamental cherry tree? 

Yes, access may be restricted on fund raising event days and on private event days 

Q. Can I scatter ashes around my ornamental cherry tree? 

Yes we do allow scattering of ashes around your tree. Planting of ashes is not allowed. 

Q. Can I decorate my ornamental cherry tree or make any changes around it? 

The staff and volunteers at Brogdale Collections will ensure that your plaque and tree remain visible and will 

clear around them as necessary. Personal decorations are not permitted 

Q. What happens if, after my sponsored ornamental cherry tree is planted, it is damaged or dies? 

If your tree dies during the five-year sponsorship period we will replace it with an equivalent tree for the 

unexpired term of the sponsorship period. 


